Named one of the Top 100 Leadership and Management Experts in the World by Inc.com,
Kevin Eikenberry is a leadership expert, two-time bestselling author, speaker, consultant,
trainer and coach.
Kevin is the Chief Potential Officer of The Kevin Eikenberry Group, a leadership and learning
consulting company that has been helping organizations, teams and individuals reach
their potential since 1993. Kevin’s specialties include leadership, teams and teamwork,
organizational culture, facilitating change, organizational learning and more.
As a speaker, Kevin gives keynote on leadership, coaching, change, life-long
learning, developing human potential, organizational culture and teamwork. He has
delivered keynote speeches across the United States and Canada, presenting in front of
small intimate groups to audiences of 1,000 or more.
Beyond customizing each talk to fit your needs, Kevin can design follow up to maximize your
investment. Because of his passion for creating results, not just speeches, Kevin can work
with you to design ways to help the lessons of the speech create real improvement.
Kevin’s students and clients consistently rave about his effectiveness, many calling him “the
best trainer I’ve ever experienced.”
He is the bestselling author of Remarkable Leadership: Unleashing Your Leadership Potential
One Skill at a Time, Vantagepoints on Learning and Life, and #LeadershipTweet: 140 Bite Sized
Ideas to Help You Become the Leader You Were Born to Be. He is the co-author of From Bud
to Boss: Secrets to a Successful Transition to Remarkable Leadership and My Journey From Bud
to Boss . . . and a contributing author to multiple sourcebooks and books including the
best-selling Walking with the Wise. His writing has been published in newspapers, magazines
and trade journals from around the world. His writing has been published in newspapers,
magazines and trade journals from around the world, and has been a guest on more than
100 radio shows. He hosts The Remarkable Leadership Podcast weekly, and is a frequent
contributor to SmartBrief, and WNIT’s Business Outlook.
Kevin and his family live in Indianapolis, Indiana. Growing up on a Michigan farm, Kevin says
he learned some of his most important leadership lessons working with his father. Kevin
earned a B.S. with honors from Purdue University, collects antique John Deere tractors, is an
avid reader, and loves his family and his Boilermakers!
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The Kevin Eikenberry Group

MOST REQUESTED KEYNOTE TOPICS
•

Building Effective Teams

•

Creating Accountability

•

Goal Setting and Goal Achievement

•

Leadership Communication

•

Leadership Influence

•

Leading and Championing Change

•

The Leader as Coach

•

Understanding Change

•

Unleashing Personal and Professional Potential

We needed someone who could interact with our
management team and relate to the needs of our
hourly employees. We were looking for someone
who could motivate and inspire involvement and
participation in our training sessions. With Kevin
we received all this and more.

David Shinkle
Argosy Casino & Hotel

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
Since our professional lives take a large portion of our time, that
time should be spent with people we like and can learn from.
Kevin strives to create relationships and partnerships with Clients
that he can learn from as well as teach. This approach forges
relationships and creates great business results.

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
It is so easy to walk away from a great seminar
and never use the information. You motivated
me to apply learnings from the class. Thanks for
providing a wonderful educational opportunity
for me, Kevin.”
Lisa Humphrey
TriHealth

As a former corporate wienie, I’ve been through
at least a zillion of these types of events, but
Kevin’s presentation was one of the very best I’ve
ever participated in! Learned a lot, had fun, and
enjoyed working with the other participants. It
does not get much better than that!”
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Just a note to thank you for your participation
as our speaker at the InfoConnection Fall
Event! Everything about working with you was
wonderful – from your flexibility to customize
the talk to our desires to delivering a useful
and inspiring message to all present. The planning
team appreciates your attitude and willingness
to do whatever you could to make our event a
success – which it certainly was!
Brad D. Schildknecht
InfoConnection

KevinEikenberry.com

Extraordinary potential
exists in each of us. With the
right environment, resources,
skills and knowledge,
‘ordinary’ people can
produce extraordinary results.
Kevin Eikenberry
Chief Potential Officer

